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OUTLINE MARRIAGE NARRATIVE
1.
Be concise: This is an outline prepared to assist you in writing a concise narrative story ofyour fonner
marriage (no more than 8 pages, or less than 4) which will serve as the basis ofyour petition for the declaration
of its nullity. The narrative is meant to provide the Tribunal with some preliminary infonnation about your
fonner marriage. Its main purpose is to help the Tribunal identify possible grounds for a potential declaration
ofnullity. During the process you will be interviewed in person at the Tribunal. At that time Tribuna! personnel
will ask you to expand on those aspects of your narrative that are deemed most relevant to the case.
2.
Be thorough: Please address ALL (but only) those points raised by the outline that are applicable to
your fonner marriage.
3.
Be respectful: Under Church law (Canon Law) your fonner spouse has the right,
although not the obligation, to participate in the nullity process. This is required to allow for the lawful exercise
of his right of defense. If he/she participates fully in the proceedings he/she in most cases will be given the
opportunity to review your narrative and deposition. Therefore, please avoid any harsh, incendiary or defamatory
language while composing your narrative.
4.
Dates are very important. To the best of your recollection, please follow the chronological order
suggested in the outline and provide all relevant dates.
5.
Review it before you send it. It is highly recommended that your narrative also be reviewed by your
"case sponsor," if you have one. In the Archdiocese of Washington, petitions for the declaration of nullity
ofa marriage are usually prepared with the help of a parish priest or someone designated by them. They will
be happy to assist you in writing the narrative and review it before you submit it.
6.
Please do not use this outline as a questionnaire. You should compose a narrative, following the
proposed outline. Only typed (no hand-written) narratives will be reviewed. Please use type letter size 12.
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PETITION
{Libellus)
I,______________
(Your maiden name)

__, residing in the (Arch)diocese of_______ _ ____
_
(Arch)diocese

hereby petition the Archdiocese of Washington for an ecclesiastica I declaration of nullity of my marriage to
__________________ , residing in the (Arch)diocese of_____ _ _ _ _ _____
(Your former spouse's maiden name)
(Arch)diocese
I will be represented by a Procurator-Advocate who can be reached through the offices of the TribunaI of the Archdiocese of
Washington at 5001 Eastern Avenue, Hyattsville, Maryland, 20782 (mailing address: P.0. Box 29260, Washington, D. C.,
20017-0260).
I understand that the matrimonial covenant is by its nature ordered toward the good of the spouses and the procreation
and education of offspring and that the essential properties of marriage are unity and indissolubility.
In accorci with the provisions of Canon Law, I understand the Judge will determine the grounds upon which this case is to be
adjudicated.
In support of this petition I have provided more detailed information about the history of this marriage and the names of
witnesses who can give testimony about my relationship with my former spouse.

Your signature (maiden name)
Date

